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Before speaking about biodiversity it is required to establish the definition of the concept of which we want to talk about, because in this case it’s about a 

scientific term, which like many others, has joined the lexicon of common institutions, of social movements and of individuals.  

A sufficiently accurate definition of the term is given by the  Convention on Biological Diversity of the United Nations. The Article 2 reads as follows: 

"Biological diversity " means the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine, and other aquatic 

ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems "  
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This definition has an official character,  it was done in a Convention of the United Nations, and this Convention was signed by a large number of countries, 

and expressed in few lines what has been a long process of study and research of about 30 years. It was the marine biologist Elliott Norse, in 1985, who  first 

defined the concept. He distinguished three aspects: genetic diversity within species, diversity among species and ecological diversity. In conclusion 

biodiversity expresses the variety of the biological world, and it does so both in descriptive  and in numerical terms. 

If we pay attention, however, the word biodiversity includes in its meaning the word quality: a river full of fish of the same species, will be a river with higher 

quality than one that does not have any. Another river with a large number of different invertebrate species will be considered in better condition than 

another that has less, and finally to conclude the example, a river with a high diversity of environments, sandy or stone depths, wooded or vegetal shores, 

etc. will also have greater capacity to accommodate a greater number of ecosystems. 

Hence we can say that the concept of biodiversity is equivalent to a recount, for a given space, of all species of animals and plants, of its variability and its 

wealth. The procedures to "count" this enormous number of living organisms are very varied and none of them is definitive. To find out the values of 

biodiversity, some systematic campaigns of recount of species populations are used, species populations are marked,  observations of nests, tracks, signals, 

etc are recorded. This is a task that due to its size,  can only be considered partial and never completed. As an example of the enormous difficulty that poses 

the exhaustive knowledge of the values of biodiversity, these numbers will be quite enlightening: currently  science knows about 1,750,000 different 

species, whereas the estimates calculate a number that may be around 13 or 14 million of different species. 

Another aspect of note of this concept was given by the eminent Catalan ecologist Ramon Margalef when he described biodiversity as "the large dictionary 

of life, the immense flow of current and extinct forms in which the historic endeavour of life is manifested”. With this statement Margalef considers such an 

evident fact: the current situation or state of the biotic environment is the result of natural history in a particular place. A natural history in which the man is 

also a protagonist insofar as he has lived with this huge number of species and environments, and has done it to obtain resources, food, vegetal fibres. 

Services to improve life. 

Following this argument it is clear that human history is also recorded in this natural history. This historical component is what some authors call “the 

essential value of biodiversity" and allows to affirm that today’s environment is the result of years of history of interaction of nature with nature, and also of 

man with nature. A close relationship, therefore, between history - culture and nature.  

This relationship is based on the role of biodiversity in the supply of services to human communities, among which it emphasizes the food supply, the 

obtention of products for the industry (wood, fibres, etc. ) and  also the tourist use which contemplates biodiversity as something to keep in mind when 



observing wild nature. Recently other not tangible factors are considered, recent studies relate the influence of biodiversity to issues such as welfare,  

tranquility,  identity, etc. 

Finally biodiversity has also been an argument for many movements of defense of the Earth which currently keep conflicts going on in various parts of the 

world, with biodiversity as a flag. This has been particularly evident since the Convention on Biological Diversity (Rio 1992), many of these movements are 

acting to obtain rights that have international status for citizens.  

While applying these concepts, we will try next to characterize biodiversity in the southern region of Catalonia and specifically in the Ports massif and in the 

plain which extends along its base. This forces us to make reference to the particular conditions of a mountain massif which is by many considered as an 

area with very high values of biodiversity. 

Regarding biodiversity in the mountainous area of the Ports, there are some questions to ask. All yearbooks and studies on the quality of the environment 

and biodiversity present this region as one of the most interesting. What could be the reason? What are the distinguishing features that allow the existence 

of this large number of ecosystems in a relatively small space? 

In order to give a quick answer to this question we state that the Ports maintain this high biodiversity because of these four facts: 

 

 It is located in a place where different climatic zones converge.  

 The rugged relief of the mountain region is characterized by great uneven levels of land and with slopes of different orientations. 

 The water which remains in some places, despite the drought, clearly contributes to preserve high levels of quality.  

 The history of human exploitation of natural resources has obviously contributed to the maintenance of its features. 

 

 

Regarding the first fact, there is nothing to say since we are an area of transit, a crossroads. This is evident in the climatic maps where it is possible to 

observe that in this region converge the ends of different climatic features from other zones: the inner zone of continental and cold climate, the heights of 

Morella, of which we are an extreme part, the sunny slopes facing the sea, the wet winds, the climate in general.  



As regards the relief, we can say that this is one of the factors that favours the most the high biodiversity of the region, we refer to the most prominent 

feature of the Ports: the existence of steep slopes and slope breaks characteristic of the karst structure and of the erosion mechanisms that have taken 

place. 

This structure of the relief explains the high variety of different environments, the large spatial variation and also the vast vegetal biodiversity which is to be 

found in the masiff of the Ports. Only in this way can we explain the presence of holm oaks near the summits, deciduous maples at altitudes of 500-600 m. 

or  beech forest at the same altitude  as the Mediterranean scrub. These are precisely the issues that make so interesting the study  of the vegetation of the 

Ports.  

Related to the relief is the water factor. The importance of water availability is well known in the establishment of plants and animals. The Ports had 

traditionally many more springs than they do now. One of the reasons for this decline has been the change of use that has taken place over the last forty 

years which has involved the absolute abandonment of activities which were habitual in the past. Nowadays, apart from some still humid environment, it is 

possible to find water almost continuously in the depths of some ravines. There is no doubt that the fact of recovering and preserving the springs of the 

Ports, would be one of the tasks which would provide the greatest environmental benefits. 

 

The fourth aspect in which the mountains of the Port stands out is referred to the rural culture, 

recent and ancient, which has been practiced by its inhabitants throughout history. The mountains 

and crags of the Ports contain what societies have been creating over the years in the form of 

construction, of little wells,  margins  or caves for livestock, etc. As was mentioned earlier, by linking 

history and culture with biodiversity, the region of the Ports has a long rural history which has 

contributed to maintain the biodiversity. 

 

Land use in the right sector of the Ebro river between Xerta and Amposta. 

You can see the existing duality between the forest area  of the Ports and the cultivated  area of the plain.  
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It’s not a question of “heritage”, but one which has not been solved in our country yet. The protection of the territory by the way of "no action" or the 

preservation of its features by means of acting on it in a sustainable way. 

Regarding the cultural aspects of biodiversity it should be noted that the plain of La Galera extends at the base of the Ports mountains. This space is 

nowadays an immense forest of olive trees, it is a rural area of peasant culture which has hundred of years of tradition where the traces of human work 

have remained. In this space there is also biodiversity, there are also marks to be found. La Galera plain, even though it may seem the realm of monotony, 

shows us that the reality is quite different.  

In this forest of centuries-old olive trees, human work has created the conditions for a great profusion of forms, which are a guarantee of its biodiversity. 

Certainly  with different species and conditions from those of the Ports, but which are also very important. Let’s have a look now at some examples: 

Great trees like olives trees, but also carob and fig trees. This plant group grown by man acts both as a home of many beings that live in the twisted 

branches and also as a food source for many animals.  

The wide margins of the plain act as creators of various environments depending on their orientation, among which it is noteworthy their role as 

favourable places for the existence of nests and therefore for the breeding of small animals.  

The boxed walls of ravines, while passing through the plain, provide the favourable environment for the growth of plant species of major interest as 

well as crossing points for the  wildlife which establishes itself on their shores. 

The plain, unlike the mountain,  offers perhaps  greater monotony of landscape, however, and observing it in detail, the plain is a huge reservoir of living 

beings designed by men, that has been able to create appropriate conditions to stock up on food and useful items for everyday life.  

There are so many examples of this relationship between man and nature  that in this introduction there would not be enough space to explain them all. 

Nevertheless the experience of its inhabitants shows that a space transformed by man throughout history contains enough items of interest as to consider 

which activity has contributed the most to the maintenance of both landscapes and biodiversity. 

This exhibition "Ports i mans" is an example, from the point of view of artistic creation, of everything that nature can provide, as well as its close 

combination with culture. 


